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NEW QUESTION: 1
A solutions architect is designing a solution to access a
catalog of images and provide users with the ability to submit
requests to customize images Image customization parameters
will be in any request sent to an AWS API Gateway API The
customized image will be generated on demand, and users will
receive a link they can click to view or download their
customized image The solution must be highly available for
viewing and customizing images
What is the MOST cost-effective solution to meet these
requirements?
A. Use AWS Lambda to manipulate the original image to the
requested customization Store the original images in Amazon S3

and the manipulated images in Amazon DynamoDB Configure an
Elastic Load Balancer in front of the Amazon EC2 instances
D Use Amazon EC2 instances to manipulate the original image
into the requested customization Store the original images in
Amazon S3 and the manipulated images in Amazon DynamoDB
Configure an Amazon CloudFront distribution with the S3 bucket
as the origin
B. Use AWS Lambda to manipulate the original image to the
requested customization Store the original and manipulated
images in Amazon S3 Configure an Amazon CloudFront distribution
with the S3 bucket as the origin
C. Use Amazon EC2 instances to manipulate the original image
into the requested customization Store the original and
manipulated images in Amazon S3 Configure an Elastic Load
Balancer in front of the EC2 instances
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Cisco Unified Communications Manager
B. Cisco Video Communications Server
C. Cisco TelePresence Management Suite
D. Cisco Digital Media Manager
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The chart below is an example of a:
A. Work breakdown structure (WBS)
B. RACI chart
C. Requirements traceability matrix
D. Responsibility assignment matrix (RAM)
Answer: C
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